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Founded in 1972, Pomdi designs and manufactures high-precision diamond tools 
for industrial use, offering cost-effective machining solutions for a wide range of 
sectors.

WE ARE POMDI Successfully fulfilling our vision requires us to strengthen our commitment to 
partnering with technology centres and related entities to become pioneers in 
smart tooling development. It also requires us to embrace continuing professional  
development and improvement, acquiring greater automation and process 
streamlining capacity and raising our profile on the global market.

OUR MISSION

Pomdi is a leader in different industry 
sectors, such as metal-mechanics,  
composites, wind power, aeronautics, 
friction materials, glass, stone, optics, 
steel, paper, etc. 

OUR MARKETS

We want to be a renowned leader in  
high-precision device innovation and  
development, maintain a prestigious  
reputation in superabrasives and develop 
a growing global presence.

OUR VISION
Engineering the highest precision 
devices and technologies to empower 
you to perfect your next big idea.

OUR PURPOSE
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The ISO 9001 standard drawn up 
by Technical Committee 176 of the 
ISO (International Organization 
for Standardization) specifies the 
requirements of quality management 
systems applicable internally in 
organisations for certification or 
contractual purposes.

ISO 14001

ISO 9001

Pomdi’s quality and environmental policy is based on the following principles:

1. Processes Management: the quality of our products must be 
achieved by mastering the processes, as the most economical, safe 
and effective way to guarantee the expected results, minimizing 
resource consumption and waste production.

2. Self-management: aimed at preventing manufacturing defects and 
rising awareness and engagement of the staff in the achievement of 
quality. Each employee is responsible for his/her work and for the 
results obtained from the activities he/she performs.

3. Necessary human and material resources: based on continuous 
training, staff awareness and the availability of material resources 
appropriate to the work and technical availability.

4. Commitment: all Pomdi employees must be committed to 
continuous improvement to guarantee the competitiveness of our 
products and our company.

5. Documentation: determine what should be done by systematically 
documenting our activities to detect, correct, assess, and help 
prevent deficiencies in quality and operational control, as well as 
keeping record of those that result, is part of our work and what 
enables us to analyze and improve.

6. Objectives and indicators: measure the result of what we do and, 
based on this, propose the necessary objectives for the viability of 
the company, the improvement of environmental management and 
customer satisfaction.

7. Management: we are committed to improvement, ensuring that the 
above principles can be carried out in a satisfactory way both for 
Pomdi and its clients.

At Pomdi we are convinced that people are our greatest asset. Their 
enthusiasm, dedication and professionalism are the best guarantee for the 
success of our company.

QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

The ISO 14000 standard is a collection of 
environmental management documents 
that, once implemented, affects every 
aspect of an organisation’s environmental 
impact. It helps organisations address 
environmental issues systematically and 
enhances environmental  and financial 
performance.
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Superabrasives Design and manufacture

FEPA U.S. Standard Astme III

D-1181
D1181

16/18

D-1001 18/20

D-851
D852

20/25

D-711 25/30

D-601
D602

30/35

D-501 35/40

D-426
D427

40/45

D-356 45/50

D-301 50/60

D-251
D252

60/70

D-213 70/80

D-181 80/100

D-151 100/120

D-126 120/140

D-107 140/170

D-91 170/200

D-76 200/230

D-64 230/270

D-54 270/325

D-46 325/400

Concentration Equivalence (ct/cm3)

C25 1,1 ct/cm3

C50 2,2 ct/cm3

C75 3,3 ct/cm3

C100 4,4 ct/cm3

C125 5,5 ct/cm3

C150 6,6 ct/cm3

Extraordinarily hard, tough and abrasion-
resistant, diamond is used in a wide number of 
industrial operations in either stone form (for 
grinding and turning) or as an agglomerated 
powder (mixed with other metal or polymer 
products on abrasive grinding wheels).

To produce the different finish grades required 
on machined parts, the superabrasive powder 
used on the grinding wheels is classified by grain 
size. This is achieved by screening. Currently, two 
mesh scales are used — FEPA and US Standard 
Mesh (the less precise DIN 848 standard has now 
become obsolete).

The unit of weight used in marketing diamond 
is the carat (ct), which is equivalent to 0.200 g. 
Contrary to popular belief, it is not a measure of 
diamond quality but is exclusively a measure of 
weight.

Optimal working conditions for standard 
sharpening wheels depend on the wheels’ 
peripheral velocity, which for diamond is 25–30 
m/s and for CBN is 50–60 m/s.

Grain choice is determined by the grade of finish 
required on the surface worked.

Coarse grains are used for rough grinding when 
there is a lot of material to remove, while fine 
grains are used for work requiring less material 
removal, usually when final finish quality has to 
be much higher.

With the right grain type it is possible to 
produce highly polished and even mirror-quality 
finishes.

With CBN grinding wheels, coarser grains 
achieve the same roughness obtained with finer-
grained diamond grinding wheels.

The concentration chosen will depend on the 
work surface area and the finish required. 
If the work surface area is very large, then 
low concentrations are used, and vice versa. 
For grinding wheels with coarse grains, 
concentrations are slightly greater than for 
wheels with fine grains.

Concentration is the quantity of superabrasive, 
measured in carats per cubic centimetre (ct/
cm3), contained on the grinding wheel’s abrasive 
surface.

Concentration equivalents used in superabrasives

Machine clearance should be as low as possible 
as diamond, although extremely hard and tough, 
is nonetheless also very fragile. If for any reason 
the machine’s revolutions are not high enough, 
this should be compensated by increasing 
superabrasive concentration on the grinding 
wheel, and vice versa.

Grinding wheel properties can be modified to 
produce different grade finishes, from coarse 
grinding through to conventional dressing and 
lapping. Diamond tools are able to withstand 
high loads while suffering minimal tool wear. 
Tools can be custom-made to the part requiring 
grinding.

Diamond grinding wheels work by abrading the 
surface of the parts requiring grinding.

Diamond Classification Machines

Superabrasive grain size

ConcentrationCBN (Cubic Boron Nitride)
CBN is the second-hardest abrasive after diamond. 
Its key property is that it can be used to grind 
ferrous materials (steels) with hardnesses of  
between 53 and 70 HRC, a range in which  
diamond does not perform as well.

CBN grinding wheels work by chipping the  
surface of the parts requiring grinding.

Materials optimal for CBN:

• High-speed steels

• Chromium steels

• Nitriding or case-hardened steels

• Alloyed steels

• Hard-to-machine steels (hardnesses  
between 53 HRC and 70 HRC)

D- (diamond) and B- (CBN) indicate grain size.
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Formas FEPA

Design and  
manufacture

TABLE No. 1. Geometric tolerances. Admissible divergence (concentricity and oscillation)

Concentricity Exterior Oscillation

0,05 max. ≤ 250 0,05 max.

0,07 max. <250 0,07 max.

TABLE No. 2. Admissible divergence in linear dimensions (except external radii and bevel heights)

Tolerance class (linear dimensions) Admissible divergence from nominal value

Description
0,5 1)

to 3
Over 3

to 6

Over 
6

to 30

Over 
30
to

120

Over 
120
to

400

Over 
400
to

1000

Over
1000

to
2000

Over
2000

to
4000

For machining and electroplated 
bonded diamond surface  
measurements

±0,05 ±0,05 ±0,1 ±0,15 ±0,2 ±0,3 ±0,5 ±0,8

For sintered diamond surface 
measurements

±0,15 ±0,2 ±0,5 ±0,8 ±1,2 ±2 ±3 ±4

1) For nominal measurements under 0.5 mm, divergence should be indicated next to the corresponding nominal measurement

TABLE No. 3. Admissible divergence for angular dimensions

Tolerance class  
(angular dimensions)

Admissible divergence according to length (mm) of shortest  
side of angle considered

Description Up to 10
Over 10
to 50

Over 50
to 120

Over 120
to 400

Over 400

For machining and electroplated 
bonded diamond surface  
measurements

±1º ±0º30’ ±0º20’ ±0º10’ ±0º5’

For sintered diamond surface 
measurements

±1º30’ ±0º50’ ±0º25’ ±0º15’ ±0º10’

TABLE No. 4. Admissible divergence for external radii and bevels

Tolerance class (external radii   
and bevels)

Admissible divergence (mm)

Description
0,5 1)

to 3
Over 3

to 6
Over 6
to 30

Over 30
to 120

Over 120
to 400

For machining and electroplated  
bonded diamond surface 
measurements

±0,2 ±0,5 ±1 ±2 ±4

For sintered diamond surface  
measurements

±0,2 ±1 ±2 ±4 ±8

1) For nominal measurements under 0.5 mm, divergence should be indicated next to the corresponding nominal 
measurement

The bonding agent is, in many ways, grinding 
wheel manufacturers’ secret ingredient. The 
bonding agent’s main function is to agglomerate 
the superabrasive grains and fix them to the 
wheel.

Bonding agent choice is very important, because 
the agent has to retain the grains while they 
have an edge and release them when they 
become blunt to make way for new grains..

The four bonding agent types are as follows:

- Metallic bonding agent

- Resinous bonding agent

- Galvanic bonding agent

- Vitrified bonding agent

Resin-bonded and metal-bonded grinding wheels 
Metal-bonded (porous), resin-bonded and/or 
electroplated bonded grinding wheels with a 
superabrasive diamond layer are used to work 
tungsten carbide and other hard materials. Cubic 
boron nitride (CBN) is used to grind treated or 
alloyed steels (mainly those between 50 and 70 
HRC). 

Resin-bonded grinding wheels’ fragility means that 
the diamonds need better setting on the wheel. 
Diamonds coated with copper, nickel, titanium, or 
chrome may be used to improve heat absorption 
and diamond service life. The resinous bonding 
agents used are generally phenolic or polyamidic.

Depending on the roughness required, the 
following FEPA-standard superabrasive grains  
are used:

- Very coarse: D301 - D251 - D213

- Coarse: D181 - D151

- Medium: D126 - D107* - D91* - D76

- Fine: D64 - D54 - D46

- Lapped: Special micron-size grains are used 
for this process. 
*Considered standard grades for cutting blade 
edges

The same grain sizes are designated with a ‘B’ to 
refer to CBN. 

The usual working velocities for these processes 
are approximately 35 m/s for diamond grinding 
wheels and about 60 m/s for CBN wheels, 
although they can go up to 150 m/s.

Bonding agent

General Pomdi tolerances table used in tool manufacture (unless more precise measurements  
are specified).

Tolerances
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APLICACIONES
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FORMAS MAS USUALES
FORMA Y ZONA ABRASIVA DE LAS MUELAS  
(área negra indica la zona abrasiva)

Sistema de nomenclatura para describir la forma de una muela de diamante o CBN.

FORMAS FEPA 
Nomenclatura de muelas
Sección de la muela y descripción.

 Forma del cuerpo 
 Forma de la sección abrasiva
 Localicación de la sección abrasiva
 Modificación especial

Posición 4

B — Taladro y cajeado

C — Taladro y avellanado

H — Taladro simple

M — Taladros simples y roscados

P — Aliviadero un lado

R — Aliviadero ambos lados

S —  Aliviadero ranurado 

T — Agujeros roscados

Q — Abrasivo insertado

V — Abrasivo invertido

 — Abrasivo insertado e invertidoY

Posición 1

1

2

3

6

9

11

12

14

15

Posición 2

A G

AH H

B J

C L

CH LL

D M

DD Q

E QQ

EE U

F V

FF Y

Posición 3

1— Periferia

2— 1 lado

3 — Ambos lados

4 — Bisel interior o arco

5 — Bisel exterior o arco

6 — Parte periféricaMenor de 90º y mayor de 45º

45º o menos

7 — Parte del lado

8 — Completa

9 — Esquina

Número de la forma del cuerpo Letra de la forma de la sección abrasiva Número de la ubicación de la 
sección abrasiva

Letra que indica alguna modificación

6A2C

1A1

1A1R

1A2

1A6Q

1A8

1E1

1E9

1EE1

1F1

1FF1

1FF6Y

1V1

2A2T

4A2P

6A2

6A2H

6A9

9A3

9A3H

11A2

11V4

11V9

12A2

12V4

12V9

14A1

15A2

15A29

15V4

15V9

W8 (1A8 en vástago)

6 C

A 2

A
6

2
C
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Nomenclature used to describe diamond or CBN grinding wheel shape.

FEPa ShaPES 
Grinding wheel nomenclature
Grinding wheel cross-section and description

 Body shape 
 Abrasive section shape
 Location of abrasive section
 Special modification

Superabrasive Wheel Shapes

Position 4

B — Drill and Counterbore

C — Drill and Countersink

H — Plain Hole

M — Holes Plain and Threaded

P — Relieved One Side

R — Relieved Two Sides

S —  Segmental Relieved Sides and 
     Slotted 

T — Threaded Holes

Q — Abrasive Inserted

V — Abrasive Inverted

 — Abrasive Inserted and InvertedY

Position 1

1

2

3

6

9

11

12

14

15

Position 2

A G

AH H

B J

C L

CH LL

D M

DD Q

E QQ

EE U

F V

FF Y

Position 3

1— Periphery

2—  Side

3 — Both Sides

4 — Inside Bevel or Arc

5 — Outside Bevel or Arc

6 — Part of PeripheryLess than 90º and over 45º

45º or less

7 — Part of Side

8 — Throughout

9 — Corner

6 A 2 C

This system is designed to describe the shape of abrasive wheels using a series of numbers and letters.

Typical Example of Superabrasive
Wheel Cross Section and Designations

Shape of
Abrasive Section

Ver las especificaciones “American National Standard” para las formas y tamaños de las muelas de diamante o CBN 
Productos abrasivos B74,3, desarrollado por Unifi ed Abrasive Manufacturing Association.  
Available from American National Standards Institute, Inc., (212) 642-4900.

Location of
Abrasive Section

Modification (Drilled 
and CSK) Hole

Core
Shape

Number designating core shape Letter designating shape of 
abrasive section

Number designating the location 
of the abrasive section of the core

Letter designating a modification

6 C

A 2

A
6

2
C

Nomenclature used to describe diamond or CBN grinding wheel shape.
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FORMAS MAS USUALES
FORMA Y ZONA ABRASIVA DE LAS MUELAS  
(área negra indica la zona abrasiva)

Sistema de nomenclatura para describir la forma de una muela de diamante o CBN.

FORMAS FEPA 
Nomenclatura de muelas
Sección de la muela y descripción.

 Forma del cuerpo 
 Forma de la sección abrasiva
 Localicación de la sección abrasiva
 Modificación especial

Posición 4

B — Taladro y cajeado

C — Taladro y avellanado

H — Taladro simple

M — Taladros simples y roscados

P — Aliviadero un lado

R — Aliviadero ambos lados

S —  Aliviadero ranurado 

T — Agujeros roscados

Q — Abrasivo insertado

V — Abrasivo invertido

 — Abrasivo insertado e invertidoY

Posición 1

1

2

3

6

9

11

12

14

15

Posición 2

A G

AH H

B J

C L

CH LL

D M

DD Q

E QQ

EE U

F V

FF Y

Posición 3

1— Periferia

2— 1 lado

3 — Ambos lados

4 — Bisel interior o arco

5 — Bisel exterior o arco

6 — Parte periféricaMenor de 90º y mayor de 45º

45º o menos

7 — Parte del lado

8 — Completa

9 — Esquina

Número de la forma del cuerpo Letra de la forma de la sección abrasiva Número de la ubicación de la 
sección abrasiva

Letra que indica alguna modificación

6A2C

1A1

1A1R

1A2

1A6Q

1A8

1E1

1E9

1EE1

1F1

1FF1

1FF6Y

1V1

2A2T

4A2P

6A2

6A2H

6A9

9A3

9A3H

11A2

11V4

11V9

12A2

12V4

12V9

14A1

15A2

15A29

15V4

15V9

W8 (1A8 en vástago)

6 C

A 2

A
6

2
C

FEPA Shapes

Common shapes

Grinding wheel nomenclature 
Grinding wheel cross-section and description

6 - Body shape
A - Abrasive section shape
2 - Location of abrasive section
C - Special modification

Grinding wheel shape and abrasive section 
(abrasive section indicated by black shading)
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Applications

Pomdi has recently developed a series of 
resinous bonding agents specifically for 
tungsten carbide and high-speed steel cutting 
tools used in CNC machines.

Common processes include:

Resin-bonded grinding wheels are used to 
sharpen the teeth on tungsten carbide circular 
saws.

First the flank of the tooth is dressed, then the 
face and top. When dressing the face, the lack 
of space between the teeth often means the 
geometries need to be extremely fine and sharp. 
These grinding wheels are also used to sharpen 
non-serrated blades and inserts.

Grinding wheels principally used: 12V9, 11V9, 
4A2, 14M1, 14B1, 3M1, 6VV9, 4V2, 12A2.

Resin-bonded grinding wheels are also used to 
dress band saws and teeth made of either  
high-speed steel or Estelite (a cobalt–chromium 
alloy).

These wheels are used in tangential, cylindrical 
and centreless grinding machines.

They are used to grind flat parts, to cut part 
diameters, to calibrate rods and to dress blades, 
etc. They are widely used in die-making in 
applications in which the tool comes into contact 
with both carbide and steel parts.

They are also employed in fine-finishing 
and lapping operations in cylinder grinding 
applications.

Grinding wheels used: 1A1, 1V1, 14A1, 14V1, 3A1, 
3V1.

As flute grinding accounts for the majority of 
grinding time it is essential to optimise the  
machine, cooling systems and grinding wheels.  
Pomdi has developed a new hybrid bonding 
agent that removes high volumes at material at 
high operating speeds whilst minimising grinding 
wheel wear. This bonding agent also lowers energy 
consumption.

Grinding wheels used: 12V9, 1V1, 14V1.

This process also sometimes needs to remove 
a lot of material. Consequently, the objective is 
to maximise cutting capacity whilst minimising 
grinding wheel wear.

Grinding wheels used: 11V9, 6A9, 6V5, 11A2, 
12A2, 11V5, 12V5, 12V2.

Clearance angles are used on the face and 
around the lip to reduce the contact surface  
between the tool and the workpiece during  
drilling or milling.

Flute grinding

Relief and gash grinding

Clearance angle  
and outer diameter

1. CNC Grinding wheels 2. General sharpening wheels

3. External surface grinding wheels (1A1, 14A1)
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Applications

Q value
Grinding 
wheel Ø

Grinding wheel
width

Grain Hardness
Bonding 

agent
Abrasive

1 <150 <20 80/120 E, F, G, H Ceramic Corundum

2 150/200 20/25 60/80

3 200/300 25/30 I, J, K, L Bakelite

4 300/400 30/40 46/60

5 400/500 40/50 36/46 Resinoid

6 500/600 50/60 24/36 M, N, P, R, S Rubber Silicon carbide

8 600/700 60/75

10 700/800 12/24

12 800/900 75/100 T, W, Z

15 900/1000 100/125

18 1000/1250 125/150

22 1250/1500 150/200

Q value 6 8 10 12 14 17 20 24 28 32 36 40 45 60

Carats 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,75 1,0 1,25 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0 3,5 4,0 5,0 6,0

APLICACIONES
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APLICACIONES APLICACIONES

MUELAS DE INTERIORES: 1A1-W O 1A1

Este tipo de herramientas para interiores se emplean en muchas 
aplicaciones de rectificado. El tipo de liga a emplear irá en función 
del material a rectificar. El diámetro del pivote no debería exceder 
el 70% del diámetro del agujero que va a rectificar, para evitar que 
queme la pieza. Se pueden fabricar en diamante para carburo de 
tungsteno o en CBN para acero rápido.

LIGA ELECTROLÍTICA
Son pivotes con una sola capa de diamante. Se emplean 
principalmente para desbastar carburo de tungsteno o acero rápido, 
con alta capacidad de eliminación de material, y la rugosidad 
dependerá del grano empleado.

LIGA RESÍNICA
Esta liga permite rectificar tanto en húmedo como en seco, en 
materiales como el carburo de tungsteno o acero rápido.

LIGA METÁLICA
Esta liga tiene una gran resistencia al desgaste, trabaja siempre en 
húmedo, y el el aglomerante menos empleado en estos procesos.

DISCOS DE CORTE DE DIAMANTE Y CBN: 1A1-R

Se emplean principalmente discos de aglomerante resínico para 
cortar materiales duros, con mínimo desgaste y dejando muy buen 
acabado de corte. El superabrasivo a utilizar será diamante para 
carburo de tungsteno y CBN para acero rápido, generalmente por 
encima de 52 HRC. También se pueden emplear discos con liga 
metálica y /o electrolítica.

4

5

DIAMANTADORES ESTÁTICOS

MONOPUNTAS (HDM)
Se emplean para rectificar muelas abrasivas sin necesidad de 
operaciones posteriores. Generalmente son piedras de diamante 
natural montadas sobre un soporte con la forma que requiera la 
rectificadora a utilizar. 

Valor Q Muela Ø Ancho Muela Grano Dureza Ligante Abrasivo

1 <150 <20 80/120 E, F, G, H Cerámico Corindón

2 150/200 20/25 60/80

3 200/300 25/30 I, J, K, L Baquelita

4 300/400 30/40 46/60

5 400/500 40/50 36/46 Resinoide

6 500/600 50/60 24/36 M, N, P, R, S Goma Carburo de Silicio

8 600/700 60/75

10 700/800 12/24

12 800/900 75/100 T, W, Z

15 900/1000 100/125

18 1000/1250 125/150

22 1250/1500 150/200

Valor Q 6 8 10 12 14 17 20 24 28 32 36 40 45 60

Quilates 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,75 1,0 1,25 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0 3,5 4,0 5,0 6,0

El tamaño de la piedra debe calcularse de manera tal que sea 
capaz de absorber el calor desprendido por la muela abrasiva al 
ser rectificada.

Para ello, Pomdi ha confeccionado unas tablas para poder estimar 
el peso el diamante, medido en quilates, considerando parámetros 
técnicos y geométricos de la muela a rectificar. De esta manera 
podemos obtener el valor Q total, sumando valores Q individuales, 
según las características de la muela abrasiva.

Para usar el rectificador de diamante monopunta, tenemos que colocar 
la montura sobre el soporte de la rectificadora, que normalmente entra 
con una inclinación sobre el plano a rectificar de 10º a 15º.

El diamante rectifica trabajando sobre las aristas de corte que tiene, 
ya que en estos puntos es donde es máxima la resistencia. Una 
vez gastada dicha arista, se va girando en busca de otras aristas, 

6
These internal surface tools are used in many 
grinding applications. The type of bonding agent 
used depends on the material requiring grinding. 
To eliminate the risk of burning, the tool diameter 
should not exceed 70% of the diameter of the 
hole requiring grinding. Diamond tools are used 
to work tungsten carbide while CBN tools are 
used for high-speed steel.

These are used to dress abrasive grinding wheels  
without the need for subsequent operations. 
Generally, these are natural diamond stones 
mounted on a substrate. Shape depends on the 
dressing tool used.

Stone size should be calculated so that it is capable 
of absorbing the heat given off by the abrasive 
wheel requiring dressing.

For this purpose, Pomdi has produced a set of 
tables used to estimate diamond weight (measured 
in carats), taking into account the engineering and 
geometric parameters of the wheel requiring dressing. 
This makes it possible to obtain the total Q value by 
adding up the individual Q values according to the 
abrasive wheel’s characteristics.

To use a single-point diamond dressing tool, first  
attach the base to the grinder support. This is  
normally inclined at an angle of 10º to 15º to the 
dressing surface.

The diamond dresses the wheel by working on the  
cutting edges, since these are the strongest points. 
Once this edge has been dressed, it is turned to find 
other edges, trying to keep the minimum surface area in

Resin-bonded discs are mainly used to cut hard 
materials with minimal wear in applications that 
require a good-quality finish. Diamond is the  
superabrasive used for tungsten carbide, while 
CBN is used for high-speed steel (generally over 
52 HRC). Metal-bonded and/or electroplated  
bonded cutting discs can also be used for this  
purpose.

4. Internal surface grinding wheels: 1A1-W or 1A1

5. Diamond and CBN cutting discs: 1A1-R

6. Stationary diamond dressing tools

Single-point dressers (HDM)

These tools are coated with a single layer of 
diamond. They are mainly used to work tungsten 
carbide or high-speed steel and have a high 
removal capacity. Roughness depends on grit 
size.

Electroplated bonded tools

These tools are used to wet/dry-grind materials 
like tungsten carbide and high-speed steel.

Resin-bonded tools

This extremely wear-resistant bonding agent 
is only applied to wet-grinding tools. It is the 
agglomerate least used in these processes.

Metal-bonded tools
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Code Description Dressed wheel dimensions

HDCP-2A Ø-5x10mm (length) Up to Ø-150x20mm (width)

HDCP-3A Ø-8x10mm (length) Up to Ø-300x25mm (width)

HDCP-4A Ø-10x10mm (length) Up to Ø-400x40mm (width)

HDCP-5A Ø-12x10mm (length) Up to Ø-600x50mm (width)

HDCP-6A Ø-15x10mm (length) Up to Ø-700x75mm (width)

HDCP-7A Ø-18x10mm (length) Up to Ø-800x100mm (width)

HDCP-8A Ø-20x10mm (length) Up to Ø-1000x100mm (width)

Grinding wheel
grain

Diamond grain

Up to #80 #25

From #100 
to #180

#50

From #200 
to #250

#100

Type Stone no. and size Dressed wheel dimensions

HDCS-1/1 … /4 Each layer contains 12 stones (size no. 1 – 40/50) Grinding wheels up to D400x50

HDCS-2/1 … /4 Each layer contains 20 stones (size no. 2 – 30/40) Grinding wheels from D400x50 to D600x100

HDCS-3/1 … /4 Each layer contains 24 stones (size no. 3 – 20/30) Grinding wheels from D600x100 to D1,000x200

HDCS-4/1 … /4 Each layer contains 24 stones (size no. 4 – 10/20) Grinding wheels from D1,000x200

HDCS-5/1 … /4 Each layer contains 24 stones (size no. 5 – 5/10)

Applications

APLICACIONES

1918 Pomdi ofrece soluciones rentables y personalizadasProfesionalidad, Orientación al cliente, Mejora contínua, Dinamismo, Innovación

APLICACIONES APLICACIONES

procurando que haya la mínima superficie de contacto con la muela. 
Una vez gastada la punta y las aristas de corte, se procederá a 
desmontar el diamante y remontar una segunda punta nueva.

Para rectificar una muela abrasiva se recomienda hacerlo con 
refrigeración. No obstante si la operación se realiza en seco, lo cual 
también es factible, tendremos que evitar refrigerar cuando ya se ha 
iniciado la pasada, ya que el consiguiente choque térmico puede 
provocar fisuras o incluso roturas del diamante.

DIAMANTES TALLADOS (HDP)
Se emplean para rectificar y/o perfilar muelas abrasivas con 
diferentes formas. Para este trabajo tenemos que tallar el diamante, 
generalmente en ángulo y radio en el vértice, debiendo estar 
perfectamente centrado sobre su eje. Así podemos conformar perfiles 
en muelas abrasivas, utilizando la herramienta a modo de pantógrafo, 
conservando en todo su recorrido el mismo punto de tangencia.

En la fabricación de estas herramientas se emplean diamantes más 
compactos y entre sus diferentes aplicaciones están los diamantes 
“durómetros” para comprobar los diferentes tipos de dureza.

CONGLOMERADOS DE POLVO (HDCP)
Se emplean para rectificados planos poco exigentes, en cuanto a su 
calidad de acabado y precisión. 

Es muy importante especificar el 
grano de la muela a rectificar, 
para así poder adaptar el grano 
de diamante a emplear, según las 
siguientes referencias:

Código Descripción Muelas a Rectificar

HDCP-2A Ø-5x10mm largo Hasta Ø-150x20mm anchura

HDCP-3A Ø-8x10mm largo Hasta Ø-300x25mm anchura

HDCP-4A Ø-10x10mm largo Hasta Ø-400x40mm anchura

HDCP-5A Ø-12x10mm largo Hasta Ø-600x50mm anchura

HDCP-6A Ø-15x10mm largo Hasta Ø-700x75mm anchura

HDCP-7A Ø-18x10mm largo Hasta Ø-800x100mm anchura

HDCP-8A Ø-20x10mm largo Hasta Ø-1000x100mm anchura

Grano de Muela Grano de Diamante

Hasta #80 #25

de #100 a #180 #50

de #200 a #250 #100

CONGLOMERADOS DE PIEDRA (HDCS)
Se emplean para rectificar muelas de granos 36 o más bastas. Son 
herramientas de gran resistencia para rectificados planos, admitiendo 
pasadas fuertes en muelas anchas y especialmente recomendados 
para las rectificadoras sin centros.

LOSETAS (HDPH)
Se emplean para rectificados de muelas de granos medios o finos, 
tanto para rectificados en plano como de perfilado. Con este tipo 
de herramientas se consigue un mejor acabado que con los HDCS. 
Se le considera un rectificador universal y pueden ser de polvo de 
diamante, de piedras naturales o de CVD.

RULETAS (HDR)
Son conglomerados de agujas o monopuntas, fáciles de usar y 
muy económicos. Las piedras se sitúan en filas alrededor de una 
circunferencia. Las ruletas de una sola fila se emplean para perfilar 
y para rectificaos planos se emplean ruletas con diferentes filas. Una 
vez se va gastando en un plano de unos 5mm, entonces se puede 
girar a una superficie con diamantes nuevos.

RECTIFICADOR MANUAL (HDPM)
Se emplean para rectificados de muelas rectas de forma manual, 
especialmente recomendado en aquellas máquinas que no disponen 
de diamantador.

Tipo Nº y tamaño de piedra Muela a Rectificar

HDCS-1/1 … /4 Muelas hasta D400x50

HDCS-2/1 … /4 Desde muelas D400x50 hasta D600x100

HDCS-3/1 … /4 Desde muelas D600x100 hasta D1.000x200

HDCS-4/1 … /4 Muelas desde D1.000x200 

HDCS-5/1 … /4

contact with the grinding wheel. Once the point 
and the cutting edges have been dressed, the 
diamond can be removed and a new, second 
point fitted. 

Users are recommended to cool abrasive wheels  
during dressing. Abrasive wheels can also be 
dry-dressed. In this case, users should avoid 
cooling once the operation has begun, since the 
subsequent thermal shock could crack or even 
break the diamond.

These tools are used to dress and/or profile 
abrasive wheels of various shapes. They usually 
cut the diamonds at an angle and radius to the 
vertex and are centred on the axis. This enables 
users to shape profiles on abrasive wheels, using 
the tool as a pantograph and maintaining the 
same point of tangency throughout its travel.

Diamonds with greater compactness are used in 
manufacture of these tools, one of the applications 
of which is as hardness gauges.

These are used to dress flat surfaces with  
undemanding finish quality and precision  
criteria.

Chisel dressers (HDP)

Impregnated dressers (HDCP)

It is very important to specify the 
grain of the grinding wheel to dress 
so as to select an appropriate  
diamond grain (see reference table):

These are used to dress 36-grain (or coarser) 
grinding wheels. These highly resistant tools 
are used for flat dressing. They permit deep 
passes on wide grinding wheels and are specially 
recommended for centreless grinding machines.

These are used to dress medium- and fine-grain 
grinding wheels used for both flat and profile 
grinding. This tool type achieves a better finish 
than HDCS. They are considered universal 
dressing tools and can be made of diamond 
powder, natural stone or CVD.

These easy-to-use agglomerate or single-point 
tools are very low-cost. The stones are arranged 
in rows around a circumference. Single-row 
dressing rollers are used for profiling while multi-
row rollers are used for flat grinding. Once 5 mm 
have been worn away, the tool is turned to  
present a surface with new diamonds.

These are used to dress straight wheels manually. 
They are especially recommended for machines 
not equipped with a diamond dressing tool.

Multi-point dressers (HDCS)

Dressing blades (HDHP)

Dressing rollers (HDR)

Manual dressing tools (HDPM)
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Applications

7. Dynamic diamond dressing tools (rollers) 8. Honing tools

9. Files, diamond paste and lapping plates

Pomdi supplies a full range of electroplated 
coated diamond files. These are used for 
manual finishing during manufacture of moulds, 
dies, etc.

We can manufacture any file type, from 
standard units through to made-to-order files, 
in any diamond grain (the most common are 
D151 and D126). These files are also available in 
CBN.

They are manufactured in various shapes — 
flat (parallel and pointed), half-round, round, 
triangular, square and blade-shaped.

Our highly concentrated oil-soluble diamond 
paste is sold in 5-g syringes. It is mainly used in 
mould- or die-lapping. 

We also manufacture lapping wheels and plates 
with superfine grains designed to lap and 
mirror-polish surfaces to a roughness of  
0.03 μ Ra.

This is used to dress vitrified CBN and conventional grinding wheels.
The diamond is deposited directly on the part with the desired profile by
a nickel-based electrolytic process. A single, high-concentration layer
is randomly deposited on the part. Once the diamond is deposited,
it is then dressed to achieve the desired tolerances. These rollers are
low-cost, have good tolerances and have very good cutting capacity.
They are usually used for short series.

These are used to dress high-precision internal 
surfaces with controlled roughnesses. These 
strips are interchangeable. Various types of bar 
are available according to finish grade and type 
of material requiring machining (usually mild  
steels or cast metals). They are mainly used to 
dress automotive parts and hydraulic and  
pneumatic components..

These are used to grind internal surfaces and 
consist of a continuous band that can achieve 
spectacular finishes with very strict tolerances. 
Various finish grades are used to achieve the 
minimum required roughness.

This tool type can only be used on relatively small 
diameters.

Direct electrolysis (G+) Bars

Linishing tools
This is used to dress conventional grinding wheels. The diamond is
deposited by an inverse electrolytic process using a graphite mould.
A single, high-concentration layer is randomly deposited on the part.
Once the diamond is deposited, it is then dressed to achieve the
desired tolerances. These rollers allow very small profile radii (concave
and convex) and can work to extremely strict tolerances.

Inverse electrolysis (G-)

This is used to dress vitrified CBN and conventional grinding wheels.
Very hard bonding agents are used at very high temperatures to ensure
strong diamond adherence. It is possible to achieve strict tolerances
because, after sintering, the surfaces undergo high-precision optical
grinding. These tools are generally manufactured from natural
diamonds specifically selected for this tool type, or from synthetic
diamonds with the geometry required by the roller. PCD and CVD are
also used to dress conventional corundum grinding wheels.

Infiltration (S-) pattern:

This is used to dress vitrified CBN and conventional grinding wheels.
The tools can be made of either synthetic or natural diamonds.
Although diamond distribution during sintering can be random,
concentration is controlled at a pre-determined level, allowing several
dressings to be performed to regenerate the profile after use.

Infiltration (SAC-) random:
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Applications

10. Electroplated bonded grinding wheels

11. Metal-bonded grinding wheels

12. Special PCD and PCBN tools

Electroplated bonded tools generally have a 
single layer of diamond, which makes them low-
cost. The agglomerate used is nickel, which is 
deposited in an electrolytic bath. This technique 
produces high concentration grinding wheels 
that have a high cutting capacity and are highly 
resistant to deformation. They are usually 
employed in short series in which it is essential 
that the diamond profile remains unaltered.

Diamond tools are used to dress tungsten 
carbide while CBN tools are used to dress 
treated steels.

These tools generally work on the part requiring 
machining and perform very well when applied 
to materials like plastics, composites, fibres 
(aerospace and wind power sectors), cast steels, 
friction materials, automobile transmissions, etc.

Metal-bonded grinding wheels feature metals like 
cobalt, tin, copper, iron, brass, etc. Tool service life 
is determined by thickness. They can be re-profiled 
when the tool becomes deformed.

These grinding wheels are highly resistant to wear 
and although their cutting capacity is lower than 
that of resin-bonded grinding wheels, they are an 
excellent alternative when measurements or  
profiles need to be maintained. They are generally  
used in wet-grinding operations. These tools 
usually have high diamond concentrations to 
improve profile maintenance and are employed 
in grinding operations that involve little material 
removal, such as honing or dressing channels in 
wire-drawing moulds in steelworks.

They are also apt for materials that generate 
high dressing temperatures, such as engineered 
ceramics or refractories, or for use in the medical 
sector for dressing titanium prostheses.

This tool is a plate of synthetic diamond compacted on a tungsten carbide 
substrate. Synthetic diamond’s main characteristic is that, unlike natural 
diamond, it does not have a defined crystal structure. Therefore, and as it is 
polycrystalline, it is more resistant to breakage by impact and it is impossible 
to damage by vibration. 

It never breaks anywhere but the work area and, even when this happens, it 
is only by accident. Use of these tools is limited to direct machining of non-
ferrous materials (brass, bronze, aluminium, copper, gold, silver, etc.), which 
withstand non-continuous cutting well.

They can be mounted with the geometry and substrate that the work to be 
carried out requires.

To achieve the most demanding finishes, we can supply plates with various 
micro-grain sizes in the compacted layer.

Moreover, these plates are dressable.

This tool is a plate of cubic boron nitride compacted on a tungsten carbide 
substrate. Its fundamental characteristic is that it can be used to machine 
treated steels and special alloys with hardnesses greater than 55 HRC (up 
to 70 HRC) without the need for grinding if the operation does not require 
it. Moreover, it can be used at extremely high cutting velocities and, as it 
chips the material, it does not cause significant heating in the machined 
part.

Use is not recommended where carbide can be employed. It performs 
flawlessly on high-speed tool steels.

Conversely, it does not withstand non-continuous cutting well.

These tools can be mounted with the geometry and substrate that the 
work to be carried out requires.

Moreover, these plates are dressable.

Machining (PCD)

Machining (PCBN)
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Applications Other sectors

13 Surface polishing tools

These silicon carbide or aluminium oxide grinding 
wheels with a polyurethane or rubber bonding 
agent are used to dry/wet-polish surfaces in  
manual and automatic machines.

These elastic tools come in various hardnesses 
(soft, medium and hard) and adapt seamlessly to 
part geometry. They can achieve roughnesses of 
Rz<1.0μm.

These grinding wheels employ silicon carbide 
as the abrasive. As the bonding agent has a 
porous matrix, it adapts seamlessly to the part, 
permitting wet work. Even under high loads the 
grinding wheel does not require dressing.

It is available in grains of 24 to 400 and in three 
hardnesses — soft (WP), medium (MP) and hard 
(HP).

These grinding wheels employ aluminium oxide 
as the abrasive. As the bonding agent has a 
rubber matrix, cutting capacity is very high and  
stability and performance are excellent.

It is available in grains of 46 to 400 and in three 
hardness — soft (WR Plus), medium (MR Plus) 
and hard (HR Plus).

Polyurethane and rubber grinding wheels are 
used in dressing, sharpening, rust and lime scale 
removal, deburring, finishing (matt and super-
finishing) and polishing operations, among 
others.

They are used to dress external and internal  
surfaces and profiles, as well as in centreless 
grinding and other operations. They are also 
used to polish tungsten carbide cutting tools  
to extend the bit or milling cutter’s service life.

They offer optimal performance in medical, 
jewellery, machinery, mould-making, precision 
engineering and electronics applications, among 
others.

Polyurethane grinding wheels (P)

Rubber grinding wheels (R Plus)

Applications 
Grinding/calibrating

Grooving

Finishing

Bevelling /chamfering 

Milling

At Pomdi, we have not only created machining solutions for friction materials 
used in commercial vehicles. We have also developed innovative solutions for 
industrial vehicles, the rail sector, etc.

Our tools’ biggest competitive advantage is that they let you replace and 
reuse the worn parts without having to discard the costly precision-machined 
steel shanks.

Friction materials
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Other sectors Other sectors

Applications 
Cutting

Grinding
Pultrusion

Drilling 
Facing

 

At Pomdi, we actively contribute to manufacture the blades for wind turbines 
for wind power plants.   

We offer solutions to bevel and cut the carbon sheets that form the blades’ 
skeleton (pultrusion) We likewise manufacture rollers and discs used to grind 
and cut the part that joins the blade to the rotor, as well as to polish and then 
cut it into smaller segments.

Wind Power

Applications 
Re-edging

Countersinking

Cutting

Milling 

Trepanning

We offer optimal solutions tailored to your specific needs when it comes to 
machining composites like glass and carbon fibre used to produce aircraft like 
commercial and military planes and helicopters.

Aeronautical
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Other sectors Other sectors

We contribute strongly to the design and manufacture of tools used to 
make knives and scissors. Our offering ranges from helicoidal CBN tools 
used to sharpen and grind knives (mainly in manually operated machines) 
to manufacture of diamond rollers used in automated machines to brush 
serrated or micro-serrated knives.

Cutlery

Applications 
Sharpening

Brushing (serrated  
and micro-serrated)

Grinding 
Dressing using abrasive wheels 

Composite manufacture is booming and the number of options available on 
the market is rising rapidly. At Pomdi, we design and manufacture special 
composite machining tools used in a variety of industries. 

Composites

Applications 
Cutting

Milling

Drilling 

Chamfering 
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Other sectors Other sectors

Our tools, designed to grind the rollers used in rolling mills, are used to cut 
the grooves in the tungsten carbide roller boxes, grind the flat surfaces of the 
roller boxes and the corrugation moulds of the machine.

Steel

Applications 
Grinding
Turning

 

Our tools are specially designed for slitters, which generally have either high-
speed steel or tungsten carbide cutting blades fitted with a self-sharpening 
diamond or CBN wheel. We also manufacture diamond rollers used to grind 
or cut the teeth of the corrugation rollers used to manufacture corrugated 
cardboard.

Paper-Cardboard

Applications 
Corrugation roller grinding  

and sharpening
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